Frequency analysis Audacity
With the help of the program Audacity, the frequencies of a sound can be analyzed, i. e. the pitch can
be determined. In addition to the pitch, instruments have a different sound. This is the result of the socalled "overtone" series, which means that the sounds resonate. A raster tone a = 440 Hz sounds
different on a violin compared to a piano.

1. Open and record the file
Start the app Audacity in the file browser under Computer / jalmer / AudacityPortable.

•
•

If you are analyzing an audio file, you must open it and you are ready.
If you are analyzing a glass, you must:
Set the project frequency (at the bottom left of the window) to 8000 Hz and record the sound of the
glass.
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2. Frequency analysis with Audacity
Highlight the area with the sound without background noise and start with analyze → frequency
analysis.
•
•
•

Set the size (accuracy) to 2048.
Read the frequencies, peaks with the help of the cursor.
Draw the simplified frequency spectrum into your notes.

3. Futher apps
Google Android and Windows mobile

Apple iOS

Advanced Spectrum Analyzer

SpectrumView

Tuner –gStrings Free

Stimmgerät & Metronom - Soundcorset

Work orders
1. Pitch vs. Fill height
Use the tuner to analyze the basic vibration of the wine glass at different filling levels.
Note the amount of water and the frequency.
•
•
•

Table with amount of water - frequency
At least 5 measured values
Display data in a diagram

2. Spectrum of the glasses
Analyze the spectrum of the different glasses with the aid of a frequency analysis
software on the smartphone.
• Table showing the most important frequencies
•

Sketch of the spectrum (f – A – diagram)

3. Spektrum of the sound recordings
Use the PC to analyze the recordings of the glasses from the welcome! The files and
the program are on the stick.
• Text document with the most important spectra
• Screenshots: print, then ctrl + V
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4. Analysis of the death scene
Use the PC to analyze the recordings of the glasses in the death scene. Save the spectrum as * .txt
(export) and then open the file with a spreadsheet! Create an x-y diagram (data → text in columns)
from the data.

5. Chemistry Crime
Mr. and Ms. Wickham dine at Netherfield Hall. There are, inter alia,
Chicken legs. After removing the meat from the bones, they place them
on the plate again. Suddenly Mr. Wickham pulls a small bag out of his
pocket and streaks some lithium chloride over the bones. Ms. Wickham is
surprised, but does not get any explanation from Mr. Wickham. The next
day are both to the ball on Netherfield, there is chicken soup. Mr.
Wickham pulls an alcohol burner and a magnesia stick out of his pocket.
He dips the mangesia stick into the soup and holds it into the burner
flame! The flame is red!
In partnership: Read the text and explain what Mr. Wickham wants to
show with his experiment.

6. Flame Color of various salts
Material:
Chemicals:

goggles, Bunsen burner, stomach sticks, porcelain bowl, spot plate,
handspectroscope, crucible tongs and tripod with clamp;
dilute hydrochloric acid, lithium chloride, sodium chloride, potassium chloride
and calcium carbonate;

Investigate, by means of a hand spectroscope, the flame colors of the salts provided. Label the
spectral card with the salt and mark all colors.
Experimental instructions:
Tip: Finally, carry out the experiment with sodium chloride.
1. To avoid contamination, place the Bunsen burner in the stand
so that it is at an angle (see sketch).
2. Glow a magnesia rod in the bubbling Bunsen burner flame until
the flame appears largely unchanged, then dip it into a
porcelain bowl with dilute hydrochloric acid, carry the moist
rod with the substance to be examined (on the spot plate), and
carry the thus prepared end of the Magnesia rod into the hottest
zone of the Bunsen burner flame. Your partner now looks with the spectroscope into the burner
flame.
3. After the test, the contaminated tip of the rod is annealed for cleaning, immersed in
hydrochloric acid and again annealed.
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7. Gaps: Explanation of the flame color of different salts
Metallic cations and metal atoms emit ___________ with a characteristic __________ when
_____________ (or electrically excited). Shortwave light (e. g. blue) is more energetic than
__________________ light (e. g. red). An electron of the atomic shell is raised ("excited") by the
conversion of heat energy from its ________________ into an excited state. Then the electron
reverts to the ground state with the emission of light energy. The ____ion of the salt can be
detected by spectral analysis of the flame color.

8. Fill out the following table for the tested salts:
salt
lithium chloride

cation

anion

empirical formula of the salt

flame coloration

sodium chloride
potassium chloride
calcium carbonate
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9. Detective of colors
Use your results from work order 8 to determine the salts used in the mixed solutions:
➀__________________________________

➁________________________________

10. LEDs and voltages
Determine the minimum voltage U for the operation of the individual LEDs with
the supplied power supply and note the color of the LEDs.
color

voltage

color

voltage

11. LEDs and spectrum
Consider the spectrum of individual LEDs and compare them with the range of
ceiling lighting and a lighter. Record your results.
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Control cards
Control card – Gap text
Metallic cations and metal atoms emit light with a characteristic color when heated (or electrically
excited). Shortwave light (e. g. blue) is more energetic than longwave light (e. g. red). An electron
of the atomic shell is raised ("excited") by the conversion of heat energy from its ground state into
an excited state. Then the electron reverts to the ground state with the emission of light energy. The
cation of the salt can be detected by spectral analysis of the flame color.

Control card – line spectra1
cation of the salt
lithium
sodium
potassium
calcium

Spektrallinie(n)
red line
yellow line (exactly a double line)
red line (exactly a double line)
violet line (weak)
red line
green line

wavelength [nm]
671
589
768
404
622
533

Control card – Table of salts
salt
lithium chloride

cation

sodium chloride

Na+

potassium chloride
calcium carbonate

Li+
+

K

Ca

2+

anion

Cl-

empirical formula of the salt

flame coloration

LiCl

carmine

NaCl

yellow

KCl

violet

CaCO3

brick red

Cl-

Cl

CO3

2-

Control card – detective of colors
➀ sodium chloride and calcium carbonate

➁ lithium chloride and potassium chloride

1

Table values taken from Jander-Blasius, Einführung in das anorganisch-chemische Praktikum, S.
Hirzel Verlag, 1995, p. 167 and p. 171
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Material list
Physics
Acoustics
•

Glasses (wine glass, champagne glass, ...)

•

Smartphones with apps (frequence analysis and tuner)

•

PC with Audacity

Light
•

LEDs with different colors (5 mm e.g. Kingbright (Conrad electronic), Winger or Nichia
(LED1), ...)

•

Power supply with current limiter

•

LED-Table from 3B-Scientific (h-determination with LED)

•

If necessary, Multimeter for voltage measurement

•

Handspectroscope

Chemistry
Material:

goggles, Bunsen burner, lighter, magnesia sticks, porcelain bowl, spot plate,
handspectroscope, Pasteur pipette, crucible tongs and tripod with clamp;

Chemicals:

dilute hydrochloric acid (c(HCl) = 0,1 mol/L), lithium chloride, sodium chloride,
potassium chloride and calcium carbonate;
mixed solution 1: sodium chloride and calcium carbonate (in mortar admixed)
mixed solution 2: lithium chloride and potassium chloride (in mortar admixed)
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